1ST ACES HIGH FACEBOOK CONTEST
Aces High magazine and AK-Interactive would like to invite all modellers to take part in
our first aircraft modelling contest on Facebook. Our goal is to recognize and award new
talents in aircraft modelling, and to promote the use of weathering techniques for finishing your aircraft models. Five attractive prizes will be given to the builders of the best
models submitted to the competition; three of them will be awarded by the editorial staff
of Aces High, whilst another two prizes will go to the builders of the models who receive
the highest number of “Likes” on our Facebook page. The main theme of this and all future contests will be related to the theme of current Aces High magazine issue.

rules of the competition
1. Any modeller, who is a fan of Aces High page on Facebook (www.facebook.com/AcesHighMagazineOfficial), can
participate in the contest, regardless of age and country of origin.
2. The main theme of our first contest is “Luftwaffe fighters”. All submitted models have to depict aircraft used in combat
by the fighter units of the German air force during World War Two. These include models of both day and night fighters.
3. Each participant may submit any number of models in any scale, as long as they tie into the main theme of the contest. All models submitted to the contest must be finished and painted.
4. In order to submit your model to the contest, please send an email including up to three high resolution photos of the
model, a short description (kit scale and aircraft type), the name of the builder and the address of his FB account, to the
following email address:
fbcontest@aceshighmagazine.com
The title of email should read: First Aces High Contest + your name
5. Aces High editorial staff will then select one photo of each model you submit, which will be entered into the contest
gallery on Aces High Facebook page. We strongly advise you to send clear, high resolution photos taken on a neutral
background, in order to allow both us and the visitors to the contest gallery, to see your model in its full glory!
6. Each photo in the contest gallery will be tagged with the name of the modeller, the type of aircraft and kit’s scale.
Therefore, the visitors of our gallery will be able to learn more about the builder of each model.
7. The models should be submitted to the contest between the 30th April 2014 and 20th June 2014.
8. The editorial staff of Aces High magazine will choose the three best models on the 23th June 2014. The winners of
the two prizes awarded for the highest number of “Likes” will be announced on the same day.

prizes
A total of five prizes will be given to the participants of the contest.
The editorial staff of Aces High magazine will choose the three best models. Each of those builders will receive a model
kit, plus a gift voucher worth 120 euros to spend on AK-Interactive products in the AK-Interactive webshop. The awards
will be shipped cost-free to the address submitted by each winner.
Two additional prizes will be given to the builders of models which will receive the highest number of “Likes”. Each of
them will receive a gift voucher worth 100 euros to spend on AK-Interactive products in the AK-Interactive webshop. The
prizes will be shipped cost-free to the address submitted by each winner.

additional rules

1. Any model that does not comply with the rules of the competition will be excluded.
2. The organizers reserve the right to change the rules of the competition at any time, in any way. Any rule changes will
be posted on the Aces High magazine Facebook page.
3. By participating in the contest, you will accept and will abide by all the aforementioned rules. In this agreement, you
also allow us to publish photos of your models in any Aces High magazine or AK-Interactive media.

